CITY OF STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
AGENDA
Parks and Recreation Commission
Wednesday, October 25, 2017
5:30 PM
MEETING LOCATION:

Citizens’ Meeting Room, Centennial Hall;
124 10th Street, Steamboat Springs, CO

ROLL CALL
PUBLIC COMMENT
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION WILL MAKE NO DECISION, NOR TAKE ACTION,
EXCEPT TO ADVISE THE APPROPRIATE PARTY. THOSE ADDRESSING PARKS AND
RECREATION COMMISSION ARE REQUESTED TO IDENTIFY THEMSELVES BY NAME AND
ADDRESS. ALL COMMENTS SHALL NOT EXCEED THREE MINUTES.

NEW BUSINESS
1. WEST LINCOLN PARK IMPROVEMENTS (CRAIG ROBINSON)
SCHEDULE NEXT MEETING - NOVEMBER 8TH

AGENDA ITEM: West Lincoln Park Improvements
PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION COMMUNICATION
FORM
FROM:

Craig Robinson, Parks, Open Space and Trails Manager (8717034)

THROUGH:

John Overstreet, Director, Parks and Community Services (8717017)

DATE:

October 25, 2017

ITEM:

West Lincoln Park Improvements

NEXT STEP:

Review Information

___
_X_
__

I.

ENDORSEMENT
INFORMATION
MOTION

REQUEST OR ISSUE:
The City of Steamboat Springs has approved Capital Improvement Project funding to
construct a new shelter and playground amenities in West Lincoln Park for 2017.
City staff has safety concerns with the Yampa River Queen and had initiated the
process to remove this structure. Based on public concerns about this structure and
what improvements were needed, staff is seeking public and Parks and Recreation
Commission input on what type of improvements could be installed in the park and
still meet City design criteria. Based on discussion at this public meeting, staff would
like to come back at the November 8th meeting for an endorsement on next steps.

II.

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
Commissioners should review the Communication Form, listen to updates and discuss
as necessary.

III.

FISCAL IMPACTS:
Proposed Expenditure:

$150,000

Funding Source:

2017 Capital Improvement Project Budget
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IV.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
West Lincoln Park is approximately 5.44 acres in size with park amenities that
include: the Yampa River, the Yampa River Core Trail, 2 parking areas, geothermal
spring activity, a pond, bathrooms, a couple of play structures, public art, the Yampa
River Queen and green space. One amenity, the Yampa River Queen, was
constructed in the late 1980’s based on design by Kerry Kaster utilizing GOCO and
City funds. The River Queen has been in place for many years, providing shade and
play opportunities for park users. Over time the structure has become a liability with
safety and ADA accessibility issues identified by the City’s insurance carrier and the
general public. Staff assessment of the structure resulted in a recommendation for
removal and replacement with a new shade structure and playground to allow for
better utilization of this underutilized park.
As the 2017 budget was passed in the fall of 2016, the Pilot newspaper ran a story
about the City’s plan to remove the River Queen. Kerry Kaster was interviewed by
the paper with some history about the River Queen leading to staff discussions with
him and another concerned citizen. During this time, the City applied for additional
GOCO funding for the project yet this funding was not approved.
City staff held a public meeting during the summer of 2017 to discuss the City’s plan
and opportunities for improvements at West Lincoln Park only to have 2 members of
the public show up. Kim Keith, Executive Director of the Arts Council and
representative of the newly designated Creative Arts District, was one of the two.
West Lincoln Park is within the boundary of this new district and adjacent to the Arts
Depot. The question was raised that if new amenities are installed, could they be
serve the City’s and publics needs and mesh with the goals of the Creative Arts
District. Based on this meeting, City staff has worked with Kim on what this vision
could look like.
Additionally, during the spring of 2017, City recreation staff worked with local youth
programs to see what types of playground amenities they liked. Based on some
standard playground amenities that are offered within the industry, kids aged from 2
– 12 voted on what they liked best. Adults that worked with kids also weighed in.
Staff sought this input to assist in the decision making process to provide amenities
that are desired and will be used.
Due to City contracting requirements, the dollar amount for this project ($150,000)
requires a competitive bid process. Once a scope is determined for the type of
shelter and playground amenities the public desires, staff will work on next steps to
seek bids to complete the project within budget. Staff anticipates the need to
request carrying this approved funding over and completing this project in 2018.

V.

LEGAL ISSUES:
Contracts will need to be in place for all park improvements.
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VI.

CONFLICTS OR ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES:
The Yampa River Queen may be perceived as an iconic structure at the entry to
Steamboat Springs.
The City’s standard for shelters is for low maintenance, vandal resistant and ADA
accessible shelters to be available for public reservations or informal use.
The community’s vision for what playground amenities and what type or shelter should
be provided can vary.
The deteriorated condition of the River Queen has resulted in safety concerns and
does not serve the needs it once met as a usable play structure. Additionally, the
structure is not ADA compliant.

VII.

SUMMARY AND ALTERNATIVES:
The City of Steamboat Springs has funding approved to remove the Yampa River
Queen and replace it with a public shelter and play structure. Staff would like to
confirm through the public process with Parks and Recreation Commission what type
of improvements the public would like to see in West Lincoln Park. The project
needs to be within the $150,000 budget that is approved and certain specifications
need to be met for a low maintenance, vandal resistant and be ADA accessible.
Based on discussion at this public meeting, staff would like to come back at the
November 8th meeting for an endorsement on next steps.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
1. Photos of City of Steamboat shelters provided in parks
2. Photos of concepts from Gerber Berend
3. Photos of playground opportunities
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Bridges/Tubes

Climbers

Slides

Play panels music

Motion Play

Upper –Body Activities

Freestanding

Megan Robertson put together 9 categories of playground equipment, with
anywhere from 4 to 8 choices. The photos and categories are attached. We went
to several groups of children and first explained what we were doing, and that
each of them would have 9 stickers and could put a sticker on 1 choice from each
poster. We had different colored stickers for Pre-school age kids, School age kids,
and Adults. We went to the Afterschool program on 2 separate occasions to get
results from about 40 kids and 10 adults. We also went to Holy Name Pre-school
and Discover Learning Center to get results from about 70 pre-school age kids and
20 more adults. With the color coded stickers, we were able to determine some
trends.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bridges/Tubes – the kids overwhelmingly liked the tube, while adults
leaned towards the open bridges
Climbers – everyone liked the more unique designs, like the oval climber
on the upper right
Net Climbers- Kids liked all of them, but would prefer one of the ones that
spun
Slides – overwhelmingly liked the tube and spiral over the traditional
Music panels – equal throughout
Other panels – overwhelmingly like the driver game
Motion play – Zip line all the way!
Upper Body – they preferred the circular one, but all would be good
Free standing – swings and merry go round, with the merry go round
having big support from adults

